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~-COMPLETENESSAND ~-NORMALITY

A. Garcla-Maynez

1. Introduction

In this paper we introduce the notion of e-normal
cover.
a

We prove that the collection of e-normal covers of

(Tychonoff) space X is a compatible uniformity tie of X

and the completion eX of the uniform space (X,
between the topological completion

and the realcompacti

X is e-aomplete if the uniformity tie is

fication vX of X.
complete.

~X

tie) lies

Any product of e-complete spaces and any closed

subspace of a e-complete space happen to be e-complete.
We prove that eX may be seen also as the intersection of all
paracompact open subspaces of aX containing X.

We finally

prove that a space X is e-complete if and only if it is
homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product of locally
compact metric spaces.

2. All Spaces Considered in This Note Will Be Completely Regu
lar and Hausdorff (T 3lh)

A of

A collection
each element A €

subsets of X is a cozero family if

A is a cozero set in X.

aozero if for each A' c
set.
AA

A, the set U{L IL
€

A is strongly

A'} is a cozero

A is star-countable if for each A E A,
{L €

AI L n

A ~ ~} is countable.

An open cover A

of X is said to be e-normal if it has a star-countable
Recall a cover '\ l1-refines a cover A2

cozero refinement.

if {st(x,A ) Ix E X} refines A •
2
l
symbolically as

A~

<

A2 •

An open

We express this fact

c5?':!~~_1_~~_X_ _i~_ !!e~"2ql
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Al ,A2 ,···

if there exist open covers

Ai < A and A~+l < Am for each m

of X such that

1,2,· • •.

A non-empty

collection 0 of covers of a set X is a uniformity on X if
for each pair AI' A2 E 0 there exists A3 E 0 such that
A~ < Al and A~ < A2 • Any uniformi ty 0 on a set X induces
a topology TO on X, namely, V E TO iff for each x E V there
exists Ax E 0 such that st(x,Ax ) c: V. A uniformity 0 on a
topological space (X,T) is compatible if T = TO.
aX denotes, as usual, the Stone-Cech compactification
of X and we consider X as an actual subspace of ax.
each A

=

X, we define A*

c:

is open in aX, A* n X

=

aX - clax(X - A).

For

Observe A*

intxA and A* contains every open

subset of aX whose intersection with X is intxA.
family Ac 7'(X), we write L(A)

=

For each

u{A*IA E A}.

We may now prove our first result:
2.1.

Let

A be

an open cover of X.

Then

A is

o-normal

iff there exists a paracompact open subspace L of ax such
that

X c: L c

L (A) •

We may assume, with no loss of

Proof (Necessity).

generality, that
A E

A,

A is

cozero and star-countable.

let A' be a cozero set in aX such that A'

and let L = U{A' IA E A}.
{A' IA E
Ai n A

A}

For each

n

X =A

Clearly X c L c L(A) and

is a star-countable cozero cover of

2n

(if

and hence Al n A2 ~ ~).
Using the star-countable property, we may index A as fol

2~

then Ai n A

L

~,

X

~ ~

lows:

A

=

{A jm I j E

where Ajm n Ak.n =

~

J,

mEN},

whenever j,k E J, j

~

k and m,n EN.
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Hence, L is the free union of the locally compact Lindelof

=

spaces {L./j E J}, where L.
J

J

U{A~ 1m
Jm

EN}.

Therefore, L

is paracompact and open in SX.
(Sufficiency).

Being paracompact and locally compact,

L may be expressed in the form L

=

U{Lj/j E J}, where the

L.'s are Linde15f, open in L and mutually disjoint.

Conse

J

quently, the cover {A* n L/A E

A}

star-countable refinement A.

The restriction of A to X

z

of L has a cozero and

z

is then a star-countable cozero refinement of

A.

Using the fact that every open cover of a paracompact
locally compact ,space (or, more generally, of a strongly
paracompact space) has a star-countable strongly cozero
~-refinement,

2.1.1.

we obtain:

Corollary.

Every a-normal cover of a space

X has a star-countable, strongly cozero,

~-refinement.

Hence, every a-normal cover is normal and the collection

0a of all a-normal covers of X is a compatible uniformity
on

x.
The following result will be needed later.

We leave

the details of the proof to the reader:

2.2.

Let 0 be a compatible uniformity on the space X

that every finite cozero cover of X belongs to 0.

L

=

Let

n{L(A) IA E O} and let 0L be the collection of covers

{{A* n LIA E A}IA EO}.

Then 0L is a compatible complete

uniformity on L which extends 0.

A space X is a-complete if the uniformity 0 a is com
plete.

Observe any strongly paracompact (in particular,
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any paracompact locally compact) space is a-complete.

Com

bining 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain:

2.3.

The completion aX of (X,U ) may be
a

subspace of 8X containing

X~

namely~

vie~ed

as a

as the intersection

of all paraaompaat open subspaces of 8X containing

x.

Henae~

X is a-complete iff there exist paracompaat and open sub

spaces {L.lj E J} of 8X such that X
J

=

n{L. Ij E
J

J}.

We obtain another characterization of a-complete
spaces:

2.4.

A spaae

X

is a-aomplete iff it is homeomorphia

to a alosed subset of a product of locally aompaat metria
spaces.

Hence~

every closed subset of a product of

a-complete spaaes is a-complete.
Proof.

The class A of paracompact locally compact

spaces is a subcategory of T ! which is inversely preserved
3
by perfect maps.

Hence, using 2.3 and the theorem in [Fr],

we deduce that X is a-complete iff it is homeomorphic to a
closed subset of a product of members of A.

The proof is

completed observing that each YEA is homeomorphic to a
closed subset of a product of a compact T

2

space and a

locally compact metric space.
Since every countable cozero cover is a-normal and
every a-normal cover is normal, we obtain, with the help
of 2.2, a final remark:

2".5.

For each space

X~

~X

c

aX c

vx.

Hence~

every

a-aomplete space is topologically complete and every
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reaZcompact space is a-aompZete.
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